Alpha spectroscopy chamber backgrounds are routinely measured using blank plates. Operator time spent moving blank plates in and out of chambers is significant. If chamber backgrounds are measured in empty chambers, time spent moving blank plates can be reclaimed for other uses. This study compares results of chamber backgrounds measured with and without plates. Five hundred fourteen chamber backgrounds measured with plates are paired with 514 chamber backgrounds measured without plates. The total counts within 13 spectral regions of interest are compared statistically. Chamber backgrounds measured without blank plates are found statistically equivalent to chamber backgrounds measured with blank plates.
Introduction
Alpha spectroscopy is a critical part of the radiation internal dosimetry program at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). Radiation workers who are indicated by the Health Physicist as requiring bioassay sampling for alpha-emitting radionuclides periodically submit urine samples. The samples are processed by the LLNL Bioassay Laboratory, where the alpha-emitting radionuclides are chemically separated and prepared for counting at the Spectroscopy Laboratory (SLAB). Alpha spectroscopy is used to determine whether these samples contain alpha-emitting nuclides above established notification levels-threshold levels established by LLNL's Internal Dosimetry Team above which, the results are reported to the Internal Dosimetry Team for further evaluation and possible action.
The radiochemical procedure isolates the elemental forms of the radionuclides of interest, which are then electroplated as a nearly massless substrate layer of the element on a 17.5 mm diameter (* 240 mm 2 ) stainless steel disc. At the SLAB, the discs are positioned onto steel holding plates (Fig. 1) , which are loaded into vacuum chambers at approximately 2.5 mm from 450 mm 2 silicon alpha detectors for counting (Fig. 2) . The steel holding plates are cleaned after each use. There are 108 vacuum chambers on the LLNL SLAB production alpha spectroscopy system. LLNL samples are routinely measured for 48 h while chamber background radiation is measured for 60 h. Both the sample and the chamber background counts produce measured spectra consisting of 1024 channels that span roughly 3500-6500 keV. The chamber background counts are subtracted from the sample counts, and analysis of the subtracted (i.e., net) spectrum is performed. Reagent blanks are also prepared and counted, however treatment of reagent blank results relative to sample measurements are handled separately from the counting chamber background and are not part of this evaluation.
Bioassay labs working in conjunction with alpha spectroscopy systems typically have some means of controlling for contaminants that result from the chemical processing of samples. At LLNL, the bioassay laboratory prepares samples for measurement, as well as a variety of quality demonstrates no significant difference between reagent blanks and urine blanks, however, differences were noted between these process backgrounds and chamber backgrounds for certain nuclides, indicating a small amount of contamination residual in the chemical process.
Correcting for the chamber background is readily automatable at the time that a sample count is completed, because the chamber background values have been established ahead of time. Process background corrections pose an added level of complexity. Procedurally, it was decided to perform the process background corrections manually, and to limit the number of samples for which this correction is applied to those with values above the decision level prior to the correction. It is known, a priori, that a count will not increase as a result of the process background correction. This decision simplified the counting procedure for the [ 90% of samples that do not test positive, thereby reducing the overall effort when counting high volumes of samples. A QA specialist monitors the measured process background results on an ongoing basis and makes the results available for evaluation in the event that a positive count is reported.
The evaluation and use of process backgrounds is outside the scope of this study. This paper is a technical note focused strictly on chamber backgrounds; process backgrounds are handled separately outside the spectroscopic backgrounds of the chambers themselves.
When performing alpha spectroscopy measurements, efforts are taken to minimize background activity in the chambers to zero or near-zero, which improves confidence in the sample results when measuring extremely low radioactivity. These efforts include: dry nitrogen flush of the chambers when open, minimizing the number of sample counts before remeasuring the 60-h background, delayed sample counting to allow decay of natural shortlived radionuclides and off-gassing of Radon, washing the steel holding plates prior to each use, and use of recoilsuppression.
The plates used for counting backgrounds in this study are identical to the plates used for counting samples in composition and form. The background plates are not exposed to contamination, while the sample plates are thoroughly cleaned prior to each use. In the event of a positive count, the suspect sample is recounted in another chamber with a different clean plate to address the unlikely event of a contaminated plate.
Theory
User manuals and training materials provided by the manufacturer typically describe the procedure of measuring background solely from the perspective of the software interface [1] [2] [3] , and do not specify the physical measurement setup within the chamber. Internal LLNL documents (such as Limit of Sensitivity of Low Background Counting Equipment, UCRL-ID-106314 and Empirical Confirmation of the Critical Level for Zero and Near Zero Background Measurements, UCRL-ID-145114), and seminal papers such as Currie's definitive works on detection and determination limits [4, 5] provide theoretical discussion of the statistics associated with background counting and detection.
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) 58 A Handbook of Radioactivity Measurements Procedures suggests: ''The background may be defined as the count rate observed when measuring a 'blank' that simulates as closely as possible in chemical composition and physical form the source being measured.'' [6] . Similar recommendations are offered in other national and international standards [7, 8] . The few peer reviewed articles that describe the physical chamber setup during backgrounds [9, 10] This notion of counting backgrounds in a way that simulates a source as closely as possible is sound and intuitive. However, other methods of background counting are also sound. American Society for Testing and Measuring (ASTM) D3648 Standard Practices for the Measurement of Radioactivity, recommends simply: ''Measure this [background] radioactivity with no sample near the detector'' [11] . Backgrounds can be counted without an exact form-factor match to the sample counts, as long as the backgrounds counted are representative of the true background when a sample is counted.
More than 16,700 alpha spectroscopy counts have been performed annually on 108 chambers averaged over the past 10 years. The background measurements are routinely conducted using blank discs on clean plates. For large volume measurement laboratories, loading and unloading clean background plates and blank discs consumes an appreciable amount of operator time every week. This time could be reclaimed and put to other uses if the background counts were conducted in an empty chamber, i.e., without the blank plate and disc. The investigation presented in this paper determines whether the background counts conducted with blank plates and discs are significantly different from measurements of empty chambers.
Experimental Equipment
The alpha spectroscopy system used for bioassay sample measurements is an Alpha Analyst TM1 Integrated Alpha Spectrometer containing 54 Model 7200 TM dual spectrometer chambers. Measurements were collected on 80 of the chambers. Each chamber has a Passivated Implanted Planar Silicon (PIPS Ò ) detector, model A 450-18 AM TM (450 mm 2 ). The chambers are controlled by Canberra's Alpha Management software (AMS) v5.3. The hardware/software system offers a Vacuum Regulated (VR) Mode [3] and slight negative bias on the detector surface to provide recoil suppression, as described by Sill and Olsen [12] . The VR Mode was used, and the chamber pressure maintained between 8 and 10 mTorr during each count. Count data was collected, processed, and analyzed using the AMS running on a Hewlett Packard AlphaServer DS15A computer running OpenVMS V8.2 (Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, CA, USA).
Background counting methods
Backgrounds are routinely counted for 60 h in all available chambers. These background counts utilize the blank plates with the blank discs (hereafter referred to as Conventional backgrounds). Between 31 October 2016 and 27 February 2017, in addition to the routine Conventional backgrounds, 60-h backgrounds were performed without the blank plates and discs (hereafter referred to as plateless backgrounds) 2 during the same week in available chambers.
Data analysis methods
Each plateless background count was paired with a corresponding conventional background count performed in the same chamber within 5 days of the plateless background. One pair of counts was rejected because of a detector malfunction during the plateless count, and five pairs of counts were rejected because the detector had, for QC reasons, been replaced between the conventional and the plateless counts. In total, there were 514 conventional/plateless background pairs included in this study.
The primary output of the background spectra analysis consists of 13 values; specifically the number of alpha particles detected within each of 13 spectral regions of interest (ROI). Three of the regions are large (one full spectrum, and two regions used for gross actinide evaluations: GA-1 and GA-3). The other ten regions are selected to represent the alphas associated with specific radionuclides of interest. The channel or energy ranges for these regions are provided in Table 1 .
Based on the prior work [UCRL-ID-145114 (2001)] and well-established count rates, the data was not expected to fit a Gaussian distribution. The chambers are designed to provide very low background and historical data has demonstrated zero or near zero backgrounds for most regions. For this reason, non-parametric statistics were used to evaluate the conventional and plateless backgrounds. Specific evaluations included: density plots/histograms, quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots [13] , and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test statistic [14] . The statistical package, R (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing), was used for these evaluations. For each ROI, the null hypothesis is that the number of counts from the plateless background has the same distribution as the number of counts in the conventional background (i.e., the 1 TM Trade Mark of Mirion Technologies-Canberra, Meriden, CT.
2 All routine sample measurements performed during this period were analyzed only using conventional background. No routine samples were analyzed with the Plateless background. mean backgrounds for conventional and plateless counts were equal).
Results and discussion
The two-sample K-S D Statistic is defined as the supremum of the absolute value of the difference between the two distributions. In this simple case, where the sizes of the distributions are equal, it can be represented as:
where F 1 (x) and F 2 (x) are the measured count data as functions of energy, and D is the D statistic for F 1 (x) and F 2 (x). The supremum (D) is equal to the least upper bound, which is also equal to the maximum for this well-behaved case. The p values are derived from the D statistics. As with other statistical tests, the K-S p value provides an indication of the goodness of fit. The greater the p value, the less likely the null hypothesis (that the two measured samples are drawn from the same distribution) can be rejected.
Paired count data for each of the regions is provided in the ''Appendix'' in supplementary material. Table 2 provides the K-S calculated D statistics and the associated p values for the various ROIs. The p values listed in Table 2 are all appreciably greater than 0.05, indicating that the data fail to reject the null hypothesis.
Q-Q (quantile-quantile) plots are used to compare distributions graphically. Quantile is the generic term for the cut points between equal probability ranges of sample data; percentile, decile, and quartile are all specific examples of quantiles. Q-Q plots graph the quantiles of one sample against the quantiles of a second sample. If the two sets of sample data are taken from the same distribution, the Q-Q plot will approximate the line y = x.
In the smaller regions, the data appear more discrete than continuous; these are non-negative integer values and [ 99% of the values are less than or equal to 3. For this reason, histograms are used instead of density plots in these regions. Also, because of the discrete nature of these data, the Q-Q plots of the smaller regions have a choppier look to them. Figure 3 depicts the density plot and Q-Q plot of the plateless background counts and conventional background counts over the full spectrum. Density plots and Q-Q plots for the GA regions, and histograms and Q-Q plots for the smaller ROIs are provided in the supplemental information.
Observation of the plots generally supports the null hypothesis that there is no difference between the conventional and plateless backgrounds. With the exceptions of a handful of outliers, the quantiles in the small regions lay within one point of the y = x line, and the quantiles in the large regions lay within two points of the line. All of the outliers-save one, which is three points from the line in the Full spectrum plot-lay at or above the threshold (20 counts for Full spectrum, 10 counts for the GA regions, and five counts for the smaller regions), at which a chamber is removed from normal service. Current operating procedures call for action to be taken when the threshold is reached or exceeded, potentially including a thorough cleaning of both the blank plates and the chambers, whenever background in various regions exceeds these levels. All samples with positive counts are recounted in another chamber with a new clean plate for verification.
The worst-case point in the Q-Q plots, where the plateless values diverge from the conventional values by three counts below the background thresholds is a point in the full spectrum plot representing seven plateless values equal to zero (0) associated with conventional values of three (3) . For the conventional backgrounds, the median full spectrum count is 11 and the mean is 11.3. For the plateless backgrounds, the median is 11 and the mean is 11.5. For seven measurements out of 514 to differ by three counts is within natural variability. Consider a priori knowledge of the system: if the surfaces of the steel plates and discs were significantly contaminated with alpha emitters, their use during the measurement of background (and indeed, during routine sample counting) would contribute counts. Whereas if the surfaces of the chambers were contaminated with alpha emitters, the plates could act as shielding, potentially reducing the number of counts during background. There is no a priori reason to suspect that either of these is the case. It is known, a priori that both the chambers and the blank plates are designed to minimize background alpha radiation.
Conclusion
The low count rate of the alpha spectroscopy background allows for the non-parametric testing of differences between conventional and plateless backgrounds. The Q-Q plots indicate that the values of the plateless backgrounds are generally within two counts of the conventional backgrounds. They do diverge at the high end of the plots, above the action threshold (20 counts for the full spectrum, 10 counts for the GA regions, and 5 counts for the individual nuclide regions) above which, the plates and chambers are removed from service and investigated.
With the K-S test, unlike the popular Student t test widely used with Gaussian distributions, the p value is calculated directly from the D statistic. Hence, both D and p carry information about the significance of the result. Like the Student t test, and other goodness of fit tests, a low p value indicates that the null hypothesis is rejected. How low a p value depends on the tolerance for error. In this case, whether the tolerance is set to 0.01, 0.05, or 0.10, the p values for every energy range in Table 2 indicate that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.
Failing to reject the null hypothesis, the plateless background counts are equivalent to the conventional background counts. Without loss of accuracy, backgrounds can be performed in empty chambers. For these reasons, it is possible to generate equivalent alpha spectroscopy chamber backgrounds without having to place stainlesssteel plates loaded with blank disks into the chamber.
